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A PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERIC FRAMEWORK
AND ASSOCIATED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR A CONSOLIDATED

COMPARTMENT FIRE MODEL COMPUTER CODE

by

Glenn P. Forney and Leonard Y. Cooper

ABSTRACT

A plan Is presented for the development of computer software to support
the generic framework of a Consolidated Compartment Fire Model (CCFM) computer
code. The several software modules which will make up particular application
versions of the CCFM are identified. These modules are then classified as

either generic or application- specific . The characteristics and a detailed
plan for the development of the generic modules are outlined.

Descriptions of the CCFM application products which will use the generic
framework were presented. All of these will be designed in response to clear
needs of the fire science and technology community. In terms of modeling
sophistication of CCFM products, the prototype application will be at the
simple end of the spectrum. It will provide simple guidance for engineering
fire safety design. At the other extreme will be a benchmark- like compartment
fire model computer code. At an intermediate level of sophistication will be
an Application product which will be useful as an updated tool for Fire Hazard
Assessment

.

Keywords: compartment fires; computer programs; fire models; fire research;
hazard assessment; room fires; smoke movement
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A PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERIC FRAMEWORK
AND ASSOCIATED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR A CONSOLIDATED

COMPARTMENT FIRE MODEL COMPUTER CODE

by

Glenn P. Forney and Leonard Y. Cooper

1 . INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to outline a plan to develop the generic

framework and associated computer software for a well - documented Consolidated

Compartment Fire Model (CCFM) computer code. The general characteristics of

the generic code will follow guidelines similar to those originally outlined

for the Benchmark Compartment Fire Model (BCFM) code development [1]. How-

ever, these guidelines will be somewhat extended in the sense that the generic

code framework will be usable over a wider range of application. As required,

it will be possible to Implement the generic code framework at different lev-

els of modeling detail, thereby satisfying compartment fire modeling needs

ranging from simple engineering fire safety guidance, at one extreme, to so-

phisticated BCFM computer code calculations at the other.

A key requirement of the generic code framework is that it be flexible

in the sense that the structure of the code readily allows enrichment or sim-

plification of its physics and numerics and of its input/output specifica-

tions. Such flexibility will allow versions of the code to be usable as a ve-

hicle for testing new physical/chemical process algorithms and algorithm com-

binations. It will also guarantee that official published updates of the code

can be carried out in a orderly manner and allow for revisions of the code to
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be maintained at a technical level which is current in relation to advances in

fire science and technology.

When one examines simulation software in general and compartment fire

model simulation software in particular one observes a pattern in their over-

all function and structure. For example, most compartmental fire simulators

can be characterized in the following way: The user inputs data; the program

simulates the compartment fire -generated environment as it develops over a

period of time; the program outputs data so that the user can analyze results.

A major element of the new CCFM will be a framework and associated computer

software which takes full advantage of this general pattern. This framework

will consist of several independent modules and a well-defined protocol that

interfaces them together and that allows required physics and numerics subrou-

tines to be interfaced in turn.

The motivation for developing a consolidated code in this way is two-

fold. First, it allows experts to concentrate on the subject of their exper-

tise. For example the physicist/fire modeler can work on the "physical algo-

rithms" module, the mathematician/numerical analyst can work on the "numerics"

module and so on. Second, modules designed for use by one application can be

adapted for use by another application. So when improvements are made in the

"numerics" or "physical algorithms" modules they will be available to all ap-

plications that use them, and greater productivity can result by consolidation

of effort.
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The specific objective of the CCFM project is to develop generic and

application- specific software for a well -documented, user-friendly, modular

and easily updated CFR CCFM computer code, and to use this software to

implement different applications of the CCFM which are capable of simulating a

broad range of compartment fire phenomena. The CCFM applications will address

a variety of particular needs of CFR and the fire science and technology

communities

.

The objective will be met by carrying out the following tasks: Develop

the generic framework and associated computer software for the CCFM; identify

a specific set of phenomena to include in a prototype application of the CCFM

software; use components from existing compartment fire models and results

from recent submodel research activities to establish the set of equations to

describe these phenomena; expand the number of entries in the catalog of

modular submodel algorithms/subroutines [2] to include all of these equations;

construct a numerics module for solving this set and more general application-

specific sets of model equations; develop other application- specific software

for the prototype CCFM application (e.g., for driving its input/output)
,
and

complete a working prototype computer model; use the prototype CCFM

application to illustrate the feasibiliy and merits of the CCFM concept;

generate more sophisticated applications of the CCFM as required.

This report is related to several of the above tasks, but focuses mainly

on the first of these. Its purpose is to outline a plan for the development

of the generic framework and associated computer software for the CCFM

computer code

.
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2. PLAN FOR THE GENERIC FRAMEWORK OF THE CCFM COMPUTER CODE

2.1 Design Goals

It is anticipated that persons other than the original developers will

be using applications derived from the generic framework discussed in this re

port. Therefore, in the design stage it is important to consider design is-

sues such as program modularity, portability and user friendliness.

The CCFM code will achieve modularity by having a flexible structure.

There are two aspects to the goal of a structured program. First, the

developer should be able to make program changes with relative ease. Second,

the user should have a choice of numerical and/or physical algorithms when

doing simulation. To a limited degree then, the user can also determine the

sophistication of the physics and the numerics used in a simulation run of a

particular CCFM application.

The CCFM should be portable . i.e. it should be targeted to run on com-

puters readily available to fire science practitioners. This should include:

supercomputers such as the Cyber 205, minicomputers such as the Perkin- Elmer

3252 and microcomputers like the IBM PC/XT, AT with a math co-processor chip.

This chip allows floating-point computations to be performed in the hardware.

This is significantly faster than the alternative of performing these calcula

tions in software.

4



In order to accomplish this goal of portability the CCFM should be

coded in a language that is standardized and readily available on computers in

the above mentioned computing environments . At the present time FORTRAN is

the only language available that fits this criteria. In addition, coding

should be done in a "vanilla" version of FORTRAN 77 and not rely on machine

dependent features. Further, adherence to the FORTRAN 77 standard should not

be so strict as to unnecessarily restrict the computers that the CCFM can run

on

.

Another design goal that should be incorporated into the CCFM is

user-friendliness . First, the non- developer should be able to input . retrieve

and interpret program results with relative ease. Next, the user should be

given a chance to recover from any mistake he or she might make while entering

data. Finally, the user should have the option of saving input data to a file

so that subsequent model runs can be made more conveniently. Also, the output

should be formatted in a way so that one experienced with fire science tech-

nology can understand it.

The framework for the CCFM will be developed with these design goals in

mind.

2.2 A Framework for a Compartment Fire Simulator

As mentioned in the introduction, a program that simulates fire pheno-

mena can be split into logical pieces or modules each of which performs a cer-

tain specified function. This section will identify the modules that make up
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the generic framework and the areas of these modules that are common to any

simulation.

The program modules in the generic framework as illustrated in Figure 1

are: Input . Model . Output and Data structures . Each module communicates with

other modules using well-defined interfaces. It is the existence of these in-

terfaces that allow the work on various pieces to proceed independently.

Briefly the various program modules are defined as follows.

Input Module

.

The input module is responsible for soliciting input from

the user. This should be done in a user-friendly manner, which, in the input

module
,
means that the user should be given the opportunity to recover from

mistakes

.

A generic menu format has been designed that allows the developer to

construct a tableau or menu of user requests. A menu consists of a collection

of keywords or phrases arranged in rows and columns. These key's are the op-

tions that are available to the user. The user then types in a choice given

by the menu. The menu routines handle the work of printing out the menu, so-

liciting input from the user, verifying that inputs are legal and if so what

row and column of the menu the request came from. The routines that do these

tasks are generic. That is, they will be the same from one application of the

generic framework to the next.

An application- specif ic routine called the input driver must be written

that implements the various commands given in the menu. Figure 2 shows how

6



the input module can be broken into generic and application-specific sections

of code. The outline or skeleton of the input driver will be the same in each

application of the generic framework. The input driver calls various generic

menu routines that are written only once. The utilities in Figure 2 are gen-

eric routines that aid the input driver in handling input in a user-friendly

way. For example some of the tasks it performs are; data type conversion,

i.e. character to integer, file allocation and character string manipulation.

The routines in the input module that are generic or application- inde

-

pendent are the menu handling routines and the utilities. The input driver is

application- specific and needs to be written for each application of the gen-

eric framework.

Model Module. The model module can be split into two parts as illustra-

ted in Figure 3. The first part is the physics section which consists of the

catalog of compartment fire subroutines [2] and a physics driver that calls

the catalog routine entries required in a particular application. The

compartment fire catalog will be the same for each application of the generic

framework. The physics driver, on the other hand, will depend on the particu-

lar application version of the code.

The compartment fire catalog consists of a collection of FORTRAN subrou-

tines each of which calculates a characteristic of the compartment fire-gener-

ated environment. These routines have one or more inputs and one output. An

output from one routine may be an input to another one. So when a catalog

routine is called, all Inputs to this routine must be available to it. In

7



other words, the physics driver needs to call the appropriate catalog

routines

.

The second piece of the Model module is the numerics section which con-

sist of those routines that are required to solve the necessary equations.

The generic fire modeling equations are [3]:

0 = F(U,V,W,t) (1)

dV/dt = G(U,V,W,t) (2)

W = H(U,V,W,t) (3)

Y = I(U,V,W,t), (4)

where equation (1) denotes the zero finding equations, (2) gives the differen-

tial equations, (3) gives the fixed point equations, and (4) gives the elimin-

ated equations. The vectors U, V, W and Y are the quantities that are modeled

in the compartment fire simulator and equations (1) through (4) are the rela-

tions that these quantities must satisfy. The physics driver then calculates

the functions F, G and H at time t. The numerics package calculates estimates

for U, V, and W satisfying equations (1) through (3) at a new time t + At. A

flowchart of this process is illustrated in Figure 4.

An application- specific interface routine called the physics /numerics

interface transfers data between the physics and numerics section. Typically

the data structures for the Physics module consists of a collection of arrays

that are dimensioned for the number of objects or number of rooms, etc. If

the number of objects in the simulation is less than the maximum possible then

the Physics data structures will have gaps. The numerics section, however,

expects the data it works with to be contiguous. Therefore we need a protocol
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that compresses or packs the Physics data structures to form the numeric data

structures and also unpacks the numeric data structures to form the Physics

data structures. This protocol will also indicate to the numerics section the

number of equations of each type that are to be solved. The choice of equa-

tions types anticipated are zero-finding, differential, fixed-point and elim-

inated equations. This process of packing and unpacking data structures is

done in both the Harvard VI and FIRST fire simulation codes.

The physics/numerics interface is application- specific . It will depend

upon the data structures that are set up in the physics driver routine. Work

remains to be done that will give guidelines as to how to set up the Physics

data structures so that the job of writing the physics/numerics interface rou-

tines will be made easier.

The numeric routines will be the same for each application of the gener-

ic framework. At this time it is anticipated that the numerics package will

consist of subroutines that implement the Newton-Raphson method and a non-

linear Gauss-Seidel fixed point iteration algorithm. Other types of numerical

procedures will be investigated over the course of this project to determine

their suitability for solving equations arising in the compartment fire model

setting

.

The generic or application- independent routines in the Model module are

the compartment fire catalog and the numerics section. The sections of code

that need to be written for each application of the generic framework are the

physics driver and the physics/numerics interface.

9



Output Module

,

The output module will consist of routines that will

display simulation results in a printed or graphical form. The output format

will be designed so that someone familiar with concepts in fire science and

technology, but not necessarily the inner workings of the simulator, will be

able to readily interpret the simulation results. Further, the output from a

simulation run will be available in a format easily plotted on graphical de-

vices. It is anticipated that the high-level graphics routines will be device

independent. Low-level routines on the other hand will exist for each graphi-

cal device to be supported. Work at CFR has been done on incorporating graph-

ics into applications in a device independent way [4]

.

It is anticipated that

this work can be incorporated into an implementation of the generic framework.

Data Structure Module. The data structure module will organize and con-

tain those pieces of data to be saved at the end of a time step. The data

will be stored in two places, internal or central memory and external memory,

i.e. disk or tape. The format for internal data structures will be as fol-

lows: If the value of a variable needs to be saved then it should be placed

in a labeled common. The variables in this common should be stored by type,

double precision first, followed by single precision, integer and logical. A

variable that only needs to be saved once at the beginning of a simulation run

is a time independent variable otherwise if it needs to be saved at the end of

each time step it is a time dependent variable. Time dependent and indepen-

dent variables need to be allocated in different labeled common blocks. The

file interface routines, to be discussed next, are responsible for transfer-
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ring values of variables between internal and external memory. An expanded

form of the data structure module is given in Figure 5.

File Interface. The file interface is responsible for transferring data

between internal and external memory. External memory will consist of sequen-

tial disk files, random access disk files and sequential tape files. Internal

memory will consist of a collection of labeled common blocks. These common

blocks contain data that the modeler/developer wishes to save at the end of a

time step. Data in these common blocks will be grouped by type, i.e. time de-

pendent data should be stored in a separate labeled common from time indepen-

dent data. Further, data in any given labeled common should be in the follow-

ing order: double precision first, followed by single precision, integer and

logical. The purpose of this criteria is to allow generic routines to be

written that can transfer data between random access and sequential files and

between internal and external memory.

A random access file will be used to save results from a simulation run

when subsequent runs will be performed on the same type of computer. A se-

quential file is used when simulations runs are started on one computer and

finished on another. The purpose for this is the following. A computer typi-

cally can read another computer's sequential file's but not their random ac-

cess files. Random access files on the other hand can be accessed more quick-

ly and stored more compactly than sequential files.

The format of the internal data structures will be specified as data to
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the application. Therefore, the file interface routines are generic and will

be the same for each application of the generic framework.

3. THE GENERIC FRAMEWORK AND ITS APPLICATION

3 . 1 Proposed Products

The first application of the generic framework will serve the dual pur-

pose of testing the generic framework concept and providing a well -documented,

user-friendly, compartment fire model simulator. It is anticipated that the

first application of the generic framework will be suitable for Fire Safety

Engineering and Design. The goal is to provide a prototype application of the

generic framework which is relatively simple in modeling detail, a product

that is simple in scope while being useful as a tool of analysis for fire sci-

ence practitioners.

Subsequent to this activity, at least two other applications of the

generic framework are envisaged. One application will be useful as an updated

tool of Fire Hazard Assessment. The other, the most sophisticated of the ap-

plications, will be the richest in terms of accuracy of simulation of compart-

ment fire-generated phenomena. The latter application has been referred to

previously as the benchmark compartment fire model [1].

As noted earlier, the architecture of these three products will be

basically the same. Certain routines are application- specific ,
namely, the

12



input driver, the physics driver and the physics/numerics interface routine.

Most of the rest of the code to be developed for the prototype application

will find common use in these and subsequent CCFM application packages.

The generic framework is possible because the equations sets describing

the compartment fire phenomena in CCFM applications are basically of the same

class. These sets will differ in the degree of sophistication and number of

the fire catalog routines used, but they all can be reduced to some combina-

tion of zero- finding, differential and fixed point equations.

3.2 Features of the Generic Framework

Many portions of a simulation package such as the numerics or input mod-

ule serve the same purpose in any given application. By identifying these

parts and writing them in an independent way they may be used in more than one

software product. For example the same Gauss -Seidel algorithm will be useful

in all or most CCFM applications that have non-linear fixed point equations.

Therefore, the Gauss -Seidel solver will be an important element of the CCFM

numerics module

.

Once the interfaces between modules are established, work will proceed

along independent paths, making a team effort possible. For example, mathema-

tician/numerical analyst(s) will work on the numerics of solving the non-lin-

ear equations; engineer/physicist (s) will work on the catalog module, and

write drivers that call the appropriate catalog routines to be solved by the
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numerics; and people familiar with the needs of potential users of an applica-

tion will design a menu of appropriate user inputs and outputs.

4. SUMMARY

This report presented a plan for the development of computer software to

support the generic framework of a Consolidated Compartment Fire Model (CCFM)

computer code. The several software modules which will make up particular ap-

plication versions of the CCFM were identified. These modules were then clas-

sified as either generic or application-specific. The characteristics and a

detailed plan for the development of the generic modules were outlined.

Descriptions of CCFM application products which will use the generic

framework were presented. All of these will be designed in response to clear

needs of the fire science and technology community. In terms of modeling so-

phistication of CCFM products, the prototype application will be at the simple

end of the spectrum. It will provide simple guidance for engineering fire

safety design. At the other extreme will be a benchmark- like compartment fire

model computer code. At an intermediate level of sophistication will be an

application product which will be useful as an updated tool for Fire Hazard

Assessment

.
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